


Looking for MORE ways to bring the fun and excitement of 
digital escape rooms to your class?

Check out our mini course at a mini price!
For just $19 you'll get:
● Video tutorials to guide you in getting started with escape rooms
● PDF guides to help you plan
● LOTS of example escape room ideas you can use as inspiration
● 22 ADDITIONAL digital escape rooms with lock combinations 

and companion resources in a downloadable PDF
● A step-by-step companion website with templates to help you 

and your students create your own digital escape rooms 
● A resource locker FILLED with BONUS resources

A note from Ditch That Textbook:
We hope you and your students enjoy these holiday themed digital escape rooms that we 
have created for you! (If this packet was printed and shared with you please find the digital 
version at bit.ly/HolidayEscapeRooms.)

In this resource you will find links to each escape room along with the locks, answers, and 
explanations. These escape rooms come in both Google and Microsoft versions.

If you and your students are new to digital escape rooms it might be fun to try one out as a 
class so that you can experience it together. After that, you can assign them to your 
students in groups or individually by giving them the direct link to the digital escape room  
(they don’t need a special copy). 

Still have questions? Take a look at our digital escape rooms FAQs page for answers to our 
most common questions. 

https://ditch.teachable.com/p/escape-rooms
https://ditch.teachable.com/p/escape-rooms
https://ditch.teachable.com/p/escape-rooms
https://ditch.teachable.com/p/escape-rooms
https://bit.ly/HolidayEscapeRooms
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vRqhrGEWl2wOndZUEUmqCtSnlw-IpgIa46PGo-St3_vTPvrs4tCf0AfgqvP-Lv-yh2GVBe2amZOfG9X/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000


Turkey Trouble
An easy turkey saving  escape room celebrating fall and Thanksgiving fun.

Microsoft Version

Letter Word Lock: CORNUCOPIA
The letters are bold and capitalized in the text above the image. They 
must be unscrambled to spell the word.

3 Digit Number Lock: 214
Pumpkins are grouped by size. Follow the order largest to smallest.

5 Directional Lock: UDRDL
The acorns are facing different directions. Follow the order from left to 
right.

 5 Color Lock: RYPPB
Turkeys are wearing different colored hats. Follow the order from left 
to right.

4 Digit Number Lock: 8531
The leaves are grouped by color. Follow the order from left to right.

Christmas Escape Room
A simple Christmas themed escape room to get you in the holiday spirit.

Microsoft Version

  
  8 Letter Word Lock: REINDEER

The letters in this word are bold and capitalized in the text.

5 Digit Number Lock: 41223
Count the number of each image on the ribbon at the top (4 elves, 3 
teddy bears etc.) The images on the stockings tell you the order.

5 Directional Lock: RULUR
The tags on each present are facing different directions.

5 Color Lock: OBYGR
Group the ornaments on the tree  by color then order the groups from 
smallest amount to largest.

5 Letter Word Lock: JOLLY
The red letters in the names on the stockings spell JOLLY

https://sites.google.com/view/turkey-trouble/home
https://sway.office.com/SUWjxtQcf7Zn9Yr0?ref=Link
https://sites.google.com/view/christmas-digital-escape-room/home
https://sway.office.com/hIjgVsvhvwW0SfAU?ref=Link
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https://sway.office.com/SUWjxtQcf7Zn9Yr0?ref=Link
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Happy Hanukkah Escape Room
A fun Hanukkah themed escape room to get you in the holiday spirit.

Microsoft Version 

7 Letter Word Lock: MENORAH
The letters are bold and capitalized in the text above the image. They 
must be unscrambled to spell the word.

5 Letter Word Lock: LIGHTS
The letters are hidden in the song written on the banner.

3 Digit Number Lock: 863
The numbers are hidden on the presents. Order is from left to right.

5 Directional Lock: URDUL
The dreidels on the table facing different directions. Order is from left 
to right.

5 Color Lock: PRYGB
The candles are different colors but 5 have dots on them. The dotted 
candles are the colors from left to right.

https://sites.google.com/view/happyhanukkahescaperoom/home
https://sway.office.com/L0KlNr7ghKigfBAT?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/L0KlNr7ghKigfBAT?ref=Link
https://sites.google.com/view/happyhanukkahescaperoom/home
http://ditchthattextbook.com/101
https://sites.google.com/view/happyhanukkahescaperoom/home
https://sway.office.com/L0KlNr7ghKigfBAT?ref=Link


Holidays Around the World
Microsoft Version 

A challenging escape room for older students, experienced escapers, or a fun one to do as a 
whole class. Learn about lots of holidays, traditions and foods as you travel around the world.

Note: There are many “red herrings” in this escape room which take the user to sites that may or 
may not help them escape but they WILL learn a lot!  

The clues are linked on the interactive image itself and there are no clues linked to the Finland or 
China icons on the interactive image because they do not lead to any clues. The map, which is 

accessed by clicking on the map icon above the list of countries, has links on each icon and 
leads to more information about the holidays and traditions celebrated there.

 7 Letter Word Lock: PAVLOVA
Australia Day heart leads to a Google Earth tour of holiday foods 
around the world. First stop is about the Australian treat pavlova.

3 Digit Number Lock: 360
Diwali candle icon leads to an emoji math puzzle. Answer is 360.

5 Directional Lock: ESEES
Follow the order of the country icons on the map. The countries are 
listed to the left of the map order is from top to bottom.

7 Color Lock: RRRBGGG
Kwanzaa kinara icon on the map leads to a jigsaw planet puzzle of a 
Kinara. Colors of the candles are ordered from left to right.

6 Letter Word Lock: LATKES
Menorah icon leads to a cryptogram. Answer to the question is latkes.

https://sites.google.com/view/world-holidays-escape-room/home
https://sway.office.com/HR0PGJe2uiDJ4SfL?ref=Link
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